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1. Doug argues “It's the little things that become big acts of service!” (27) Describe a time when
you did something small that became a big act of service.
2. According to Doug, “When you help plan an event and are excited to see it happen, the
planning doesn't feel like work.” (27) For those who were on Leadership last year, tell us about
a time when you felt like this was true.
3. Doug breaks programs down into three parts: The before, during, and after (28). Which is
typically your favorite part? Why?
4. Doug asks his leaders to “commit to arriving early to help set up”. (28) As student leaders,
when you arrive late or leave immediately after a youth ministry event ends, what are you
communicating?
5. “A leader serves even when no one else will help.” (29) What might some examples of this type
of service be within our youth ministry?
6. (In 2 groups) “A servant leader tackles the problem head on and cleans it up.” (30) On the sheet
of paper in front of you, brainstorm a list of 5-10 problems we might face during our (Insert
upcoming event here).
(a) Give your list of problems to the other group. Now, brainstorm how, as a student leader, you
might work to clean up that particular problem. Be prepared to share your list with the
group.
(b) How would your proposed solution “diffuse the situation”? (36)
7. According to Doug, “When I see students' dependability in the little things, I know they'll be
faithful in the bigger tasks as they come along.” (30) As a student leader, why does doing the
little things well matter?
8. (In 2 groups) Group 1: Defend this position: “Occasionally, cliques are positive things.” (31)
Group 2: Defend this position: “Cliques are never positive things.” (Give groups time to
prepare arguments that support their team's position. Then have them debate one another.)
(a) According to Doug, “Cliques happen when genuine fellowship turns ugly.” What do you
think he means by this?
(b) Complete this sentence: Cliques happen when...
(c) According to Doug, “Few people do anything about cliques.” Do you agree or disagree?
Why?
9. (Two groups: Veteran vs. Newbies) “Many times the student leaders are the source of the clique
problems.” (32) Evaluate last year's leadership team. Were the student leaders a source of clique
problems? If so, when? How? (Have group's share their responses with one another).
10.

To be a clique buster, you have to “commit to separating from each other”. (33) Be
honest: What's challenging about this?
(a) Why's this important?
(b) How can we hold one another accountable to doing this?
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(c) To be a clique buster, you have to “commit to being prepared to answer questions about the
youth ministry program.” (34) To do this, what's required of you?
11. “Making others feel comfortable is not an easy thing to do because most of the time we focus
on our comfort and not on the discomfort of others.” (36) What else prevents us from making
people feel comfortable?
(a) What would our youth ministry look like if we truly valued the comfort of others above our
own?
12.

(2 groups, each with a life preserver, sharpie, & youth ministry roster) According to
Doug, “your attempt to make a personal connection is like throwing out a relationship life raft.”
(35) Look at our youth ministry's roster. In your opinion, who needs a relationship life raft right
now? Why? Write down their names on the life preserver.
(a) As leaders in our youth ministry, how can you provide these people with a relational life
preserver?

13.

According to Doug, “you must have a positive attitude when ministry becomes
difficult.” (37) In general, do you tend to be more positive or negative? Why?
(a) As student leaders, why's it important to remain positive, even during difficult times?
(b) How can you acknowledge frustrations while still remaining positive?

